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flexible logo

The Florida Kids Eat Well logo features a distinct word mark with a bean sprout graphic element which is a metaphoric 
representation of kids growing up healthy, one of the key goals of the organization.  The official brand colors for the logo are 
orange and green, as pictured below, but the logo is flexible in that the bean sprout graphic can be reversed out on the specified 
brand colors and used with headlines (in a choice of two fonts) in various applications. The examples that follow show one of 
those applications - the main pages of the organization’s website.

FLORIDA KIDS
full color logo
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There are five official brand colors for Florida Kids Eat Well, outlined below.  Various tints of the colors are also permitted to 
be used as indicated.  The colors fall between vibrant and muted pastel tones in an effort to capture a South Florida feel, since 
that’s where Florida Kids Eat Well is based.  The palette was designed to give a fun vibe to help accomplish brand goals and also 
be attractive to a multitude of age groups.

eat well green

RGB: 161, 204, 122 
CMYK: 40.29, 1.94, 68.37, 0

HEX: A1CC7A  
60%  20%

florida orange juice

RGB: 250, 175, 120 
CMYK: .02, 36.49, 56.71, 0

HEX: FAAF78 
60%  20%
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beachy blue

RGB: 118, 202, 239 
CMYK: 48.4, 3.15, 1.14, 0

HEX: 76CAEF 
60%  20%

sunshine state yellow (used sparingly - mostly large headlines and accents)

RGB: 244, 217, 108 
CMYK: 4.88, 10.84, 69.73, 0

HEX: F4D96C
60%  20%

pink flamingo (used sparingly)

RGB: 239, 163, 198
CMYK: 2.31, 44.2, .49, 0

HEX: EFA3C6
60%  20%
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fonts

The font choices for Florida Kids Eat Well are all modern, sans-serif (or slightly modified sans-serif) fonts with the exception of 
the “eat well” logo type which is script.  While body copy uses proper capitalization, headlines and sub-heads are all lowercase 
to match the “eat well” part of the logo type and embrace a little playfulness which is important since the organization is geared 
toward children.

FLORIDA KIDS logo type
Comfortaa - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
                         a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

eat well logo type

Amber Shae - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
                    a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

flexible logo acceptable headline fonts
Folks & Amber Shae

copy headlines
Folks - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
           a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 

body copy
Cantarell - A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z 
                    a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
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overall brand look & feel
The look and feel for the Florida Kids Eat Well brand can be described as young and fun, yet sophisticated.  Since both children 
and adults will be utilizing the benefits the organization provides and visiting the website, all of the branding must appeal to a 
wide audience.  Color choices are a balance between vibrant and muted pastel tones to provide for variety and a South Florida 
feel while still feeling cohesive.  Rounded corners will be used throughout designs, as they are used in the logo itself.

The organization’s logo features a distinct word mark with a graphic element featuring a bean sprout which is a metaphoric 
representation of kids growing up healthy, one of the key goals of Florida Kids Eat Well.  The bean sprout is also a nod to the 
healthy eating habits the organization strives to promote.

imagery
When it comes to imagery, the nature of the organization dictates that photos will mostly be of food.  A focus should be made 
on using real photographs of food that are professional, match the color scheme whenever possible and have a modern feel.  
Some examples of this type of imagery are included below and on the following pages.

look & feel
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web mockups

fav icon - browser screen shot

fav icon - larger version for visual demonstration

For the Florida Kids Eat Well fav icon, a simple orange rounded square featuring just the bean from the beanstalk logo element 
is used.  Because of a fav icon’s small size, the entire beanstalk doesn’t translate well so it couldn’t be used effectively.  The 
orange is one of the darker colors in the palette which lends itself well to the fav icon treatment.  Below is an example of how 
the 16px by 16px icon would look on a browser and also a larger version just for visual demostration.
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tablet mockup - before click tablet mockup - after click
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mobile mockup - before click mobile mockup - after click
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From the Designing Brand Identity book, the section that probably influenced me the most for this project was the section 
on the research process for branding.  I spent a lot of time looking at other organizations around the country that focused on 
healthy eating for kids, and then I looked at South Florida non-profits specifically in addition to that to get an idea of what was 
already in the market for a organization like Florida Kids Eat Well.  

From that research, I knew there were a few things I definitely didn’t want in my logos: forks, apples and hand prints.  Those 
graphics were used multiple times for multiple organizations so I knew that I wanted mine to stand out.  Also, I knew that I 
didn’t want to use primary colors based on what I saw since those were a recurring theme as well.

From Essential Elements for Brand Identity, the sections that influenced me the most were the sections on the flexible logos and 
building online identity.  I really wanted to see how flexible logos are in various applications before I made decisions about how 
to make mine flexible and I found some great inspiration there.  As for building an online identity, I liked the discussion of how 
different brands cross platforms easily from desktop to tablet to mobile and also how to keep your brand consistent throughout.  
I tried to implement that in my design for Florida Kids Eat Well.

textbook influence
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